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ENGLISH SUBJECTLESSTAGGED SENTENCES
PAULKAY

Universityof California,Berkeley
A colloquial English sentence like Fooled us, didn't they? contains a finite main verb but no
expressed subject.The identity of the missing subject of fooled is recoveredfrom the tag subject
they: compare Fooled us, didn't she?, Fooled us, didn't you? This article argues (1) that such
subjectlesstagged sentences (STSs) pose a problemfor grammaticalapproachesbased on movement and empty categories and (2) that STSs receive a revealing analysis as part of a finely
articulatedfamily of tagged sentence constructionswhen viewed within a nonderivational,constructional,multiple-inheritance-based
approach.*

INTRODUCTION.
Linguistshave arguedfrom several points of view that whatevercan
be done with empty categories (ecs) can be done without them (Ades & Steedman
1982, Gazdaret al. 1984, Kaplan & Zaenen 1989, Pollard & Sag 1994, ch. 9, Sag &
Fodor 1994, Kay & Fillmore 1999, Sag 1999). Othershave arguedthat, because there
is no hardevidence for their existence, linguistic theory would be betteroff dispensing
with these unobservableentities (Pickering & Barry 1991, Sag & Fodor 1994, Sag
1999).1 In this article I take the argumentone step furtherby showing that there are
things that can be done without empty categories that cannot be done with them, at
least not with any of the ecs currentlyavailable. Examples la,b exemplify one such
phenomenon.
(1) a. Fooled us, didn't they/she.
b. Fooled them, didn't we/he?2
c. Fooled you! [Interpretation:'Fooled you, didn't I!']
d. Fooled me! [Interpretation:'Fooled me, didn't you!']
The absence of an overt subject in the main clause of la,b does not appearto yield
naturallyto an analysisin termsof any of the types of emptycategoriesandprinciplesfor
their licensing and identificationso far proposedin the extended GB (EGB) tradition.3
Moreover, sentences of this kind are readily given an analysis that reveals their close
kinship to other tagged sentences in a monostratalapproachthat countenancesneither
empty categoriesnor movementand which relies on multipleconstructionalinheritance
to capturesyntacticand semanticgeneralizations(Fillmore 1999, Kay & Fillmore 1999,
Koenig 1999, Michaelis & Lambrecht1996, Kay 1998, Sag 1997, Ginzburg& Sag
2002).
Notice the following facts about the sentences in 1. Whereas in some (untagged)
sentencesof spokenEnglishsubjectsmay be left unexpressed(becausethey arerecover* I would like to thankPeterCulicover,Liliane
Haegeman,CharlesFillmore,AndreasKathol,and Richard
Oehrle for comments on previous versions of this work, as well as an anonymous referee for Language.
They have doubtless offered more good advice than I have accepted.
1While
challenges to the realityof ecs in generalhave come primarily,if not exclusively, fromproponents
of nonmovement,monostratalistapproaches,it has been pointed out by a Language referee that there are
recentminimalistanalysesthatreducethe role of ecs withinthattradition(e.g. Anagnostopoulou& Alexiadou
1999, Manzini & Roussou 2000).
2
Some question tags may be pronouncedwith either rising or falling intonation,with interpretational
consequences to be discussed presently. In this article, a period indicates falling intonation,as in la, and a
question mark rising intonation,as in lb.
3 I will write EGB to identify the broadtraditionextending from GB, throughprinciplesand parameters,
to minimalism, including related movement-basedapproaches.
453
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able from context) as in lc,d, missing subjects in English main clauses are not generally
possible unless the referent of the subject is identified via a tag, as in la,b. The necessity
of the tag to identify the subject in sentences of this type is crucial. When a sentence
of this kind is uttered, varying the tag subject will result in the expression of distinct
propositions in a fixed context. Suppose you and I are teammates and our team has
just lost a game. I may say any of the sentences in 2 expressing distinct propositions
depending on my choice.
(2) a. Blew it, didn't you.
b. Blew it, didn't I.
c. Blew it, didn't we.
The context alone is not sufficient to identify the party the speaker blames for the loss;
the addressee cannot determine who this is until the tag subject is uttered. In the case
of 2c, if in the context of utterance the team of which you and I are members contains
others, then the vagueness of we, which may or may not include the addressee and
independently may or may not include third parties (Nunberg 1993), carries over to
the interpretation of the proposition expressed. Whatever group of players we picks
out constitutes the party blamed for the loss by an utterance of 2c.4
4

The observationsjust made about utterancesof sentences like 2 are crucial for my central empirical
contention:There is a special constructionof colloquial English that licenses a subjectless root sentence
with an attachedtag whose pronominalsubject serves as antecedentfor the missing root subject.
Undernarrowlyrestrictedcircumstances,English allows subjectlessuntaggedsentences when the identity
of a missing third person subject is readily discerniblefrom the utterancecontext. (Since first and second
personsareby definitionalways representedin the discoursecontext,thirdpersoncases areof special interest
here.) Thus, a baseballfan mightexclaim on the occasion of a strikeout,'Got 'im! Struck'im out!' (example
from Richard Oehrle, p.c.). The extent to which the restrictedlicensing circumstancesfor third person
subjectlessuntaggedsentencescan be definedin generalpragmatictermsand/orconfinedto a finite collection
of idiomaticexpressionsneed not be exploredhere, since it is generallyacceptedthat English does not freely
allow subjectpro-dropundera broadconditionof pragmaticrecoverability,in the style of Italianor Spanish.
Haegeman(1990a, 1990b, 1997) notes that in diaries,thirdperson root subjects,both singularand plural,
are sometimes omitted. Haegeman and Ihsane (1999) furthernote that one also finds unexpressed third
personembeddedsubjectsin diaries.From nondiarycolloquial English, as representedin fictional dialogue,
Haegeman(p.c.) providedthe following attestedexamples of missing third person root subjects in tagless
sentences.
(i) 'My wife's the same way,' the other businessmanreplied as he chewed. 'Acts like I never take
her anywhere.Hell, we go out to dinner almost every week.' (PatriciaCornwell, Point of origin,
WarnerBooks 1999, 183.)
(ii) 'Whatcan you tell me aboutMarleneFarber?',I asked. 'Was on GeneralHospital now and then.'
(PatriciaCornwell, Point of origin, WarnerBooks 1999, 330.)
(iii) 'The bureau'sgot a recordthat some guy called Tuesday afternoonat three-fourteen.Said he had
a tip about the Shephardcase that he'd only give to Benton Wesley.' (PatriciaCornwell, Point of
origin, WarnerBooks 1999, 362.)
From these and similar observationsof fictional renderingsof colloquial speech, Haegeman concludes
that 'the null subject you are dealing with in the tag situation is like the ordinarynull subject in spoken
English'. I do not agree that this inference is warrantedby such data.
First,one cannotassumethatnovelists' representationsof colloquial speech areinvariablyaccurate.Example (ii) sounds especially odd to me. Second, even grantingthe existence of such a dialect-if only as a
literaryconvention-the essential point is thatin examples like (i), (ii), and (iii), the referenceof the missing
root subject is obtaineddirectly from the discourse context. In third person cases, like (i)-(iii), the source
of thatcontext is the precedingdiscourse;in first and second personcases like lc,d the source is the 'context
of utterance'.(Missing first person singularsubjectsin diaries are extremelycommon, and need not be root
subjects.Haegeman& Ishane 1999.) But in examples like 2, the identityof the referentof the missing subject
can be obtained only via the tag subject-which, to be sure, refers ultimately to some existing discourse
entity but one that can be identified only with the aid of the person and numberinformationencoded in the
pronoun.It is the fact that interpretationof examples like 2 depends crucially on the person and number
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In the next section, I consider the range of descriptive variants of what I call the
SUBJECTLESSTAGGEDSENTENCE(STS) construction.

All the variants of STS contain
1. DESCRIPTIVEVARIANTS
OFTHESTSCONSTRUCTION.
a host clause (or saturated predicate phrase) and a tag. The host can be thought of
initially as an ordinary subject-predicate sentence missing either (a) only the subject,
if the finite verb isn't be or (b) the subject and the finite verb if the latter is be. The
tag is an appropriate question tag for the 'restored' host sentence. Descriptively, we
can identify four subtypes of STSs. The first type has a tensed main verb in the host
and support do in the tag, as in la, repeated.
(1) a. Fooled us, didn't they.
In the second type the host contains a tensed auxiliary which is repeated in the tag,
possibly with further repeated nonfinite auxiliaries.5
(3) a. Wouldn't have been caught dead in there, would she have been?
b. Wouldn't have been caught dead in there, would she have?
c. Wouldn't have been caught dead in there, would she?
In the third type of STS the host contains a nonverbal predicate and finite be occurs
in the tag.
(4) a. (A) nice guy, isn't he?
b. A little too spicy for the kids, were they?
c. Behind the arras, wasn't he.
The fourth descriptive type of STS has a nonfinite verb in the host that is an appropriate complement for the tag auxiliary.
(5) a. Resting peacefully now, are they?
b. Been seeing more of him, has she?
2. AN ALTERNATIVE
ANALYSIS.I have been assuming that the part of an STS (as in
that
looks
like
a
3-5)
tag is a tag, in fact a question tag. But, as suggested in the
in
has
she
introduction,
5b, for example, could be the remnant of something like VP
If
STS
fronting.6
examples like 3-5 can be analyzed as a form of VPF, there is no
problem accounting for the missing host subject in EGB terms. It is therefore important
to my argument that the VPF possibility be eliminated. A VPF analysis of STS along
the following lines would eliminate the problem of licensing the null subject of the
host. Assume VPF consists in movement of VP to [Spec, CP]. If movement of the
information encoded in the pronoun that renders unacceptable Haegeman's conclusion that the missing
subjects of subjectless tagged sentences representthe same grammaticalphenomenonas that displayed by
examples like (i), (ii), (iii)-or the common missing first person subjectsof diarystyle or the missing second
person subjects of sentences like Got milk?
5
My own (North American) usage, and that of some others I have consulted, does not readily accept
tags with multiple auxiliaries.Some speakers,however, do admit sentences like 3a and 3b (See McCawley
1988). Both usages will be treatedin ?4.
6 As
exemplified in (i) and (ii).
(i) [She feared she was being watched and] being watched she was.
(ii) [He struggledto escape and] escape he did.
I will refer to the phenomenon illustrated in (i) and (ii) as VERBPHRASEFRONTING
(VPF) in order to avoid

terminologicalproliferation,although what is 'fronted' may also be a nonverbalpredicate, as in (iii) and
(iv).
(iii) [She said he was behind the arras and] BEHINDTHEARRAShe was.

he became.
(iv) [She hoped he would turn out to be a doctor and] A DOCTOR
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subject to [Spec, IP] from [Spec, VP] occurs before VPF, a trace of the subject will
remainin [Spec, VP]. When the VP is reconstructedto its original position at LF, this
trace will be appropriatelybound by the (pronominaltag) subject in [Spec, IP]. For
example, a sentence like la might be derived (modulo tense markingin two places,
discussed below) from a structurelike Didn't theyfool us? Theycould have been raised
from [Spec, VP] to [Spec, IP], leaving a properly bound trace which returnsto its
original position when [vP t fooled us] is reconstructedat LF. A hypotheticalderived
structureis shown in 6 for Didn't theyfool us, which could corespond under a VPF
hypothesis to both the immediatesource and the reconstructedLF of the STS Fooled
us, didn't they. The VP [tfooled us] of 6 would move to [Spec, CP] to yield the surface
form Fooled us, didn't they and then be reconstructedat LF to the position in which
it appearsin 6.
(6)

CP

C'

C

NegP

didj + n'tk

Neg'

IP

Neg

tk

I'

DP

theyi

VP

I

PAST

tj

DP

ti

V

V

DP

fool

us

As will be arguedbelow, without a VPF type of analysis, the EGB analystwill have
difficulty explaining the necessary coindexing of the host and tag subjects and the
apparentdependence of the interpretationof the former on the latter. Culicover, for
example (1992, see also Culicover 1973, 1971), analyzes tags in EGB in basically the
same way I do below: the pronominalizationrequiredof the tag subjectand the various
agreementphenomena between the tag and the host are brought about by semantic
compatibilityof tag and host.7 After arguing against the VPF analysis of STS, I will
7Oehrle (1987) also presentsa semantics-basedanalysis of tags. His analysis, framedin categorialgrammar, is presentedalong with strong evidence challenging the feasability of any strictly syntactic approach.
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arguebelow thatthereis no readilyapparentway to extend an EGB accountof ordinary
tagged sentences, such as Culicover's, to cover the missing subjects of STS hosts.
Five argumentsagainst a VPF analysis of STS follow.
1. While the tag portionof an STS is always inverted,as all tag questions are, VPF
never strandsan inverted clause.
(7) a.
b.

... and fool you they did.
... but fool you they didn't.

c. *... and fool you did they?
d. *... but fool you didn't they?

2. VPF doesn't allow frontingof finite verbs (8), but STS allows finite verbs in both
tag and host (la,b, 2, 3).
(8) a. *... and fooled you they did.
b. *... but fooled you they didn't.

3. STS permits singular count NPs lacking determinersas the main predicatorin
the host. VPF doesn't permit frontingof such determinerlessNPs.
(9) ... and *(a) nice guy he turned out to be. (Cf. 4a)

4. Tags, including STS tags, requiresubjectsthat are less thanfull NPs. VPF allows
full NP subjectsin the strandedposition, while STS requiresless than full NP subjects
in the tag, typically, if not invariably,pronouns.8
(10) a. I predictedthat either Sylvia or Marge would marryBruce, and marry
him Marge did.
b. Marriedhim, didn't she/*Marge/%thegold digger?
5. Ordinarysubject-predicatesentences bearingquestion tags (Tagged S-Ps or TSPs) can be subclassified by (1) same vs. opposite polarity in host and tag, (2) by
intonationin some cases, and (3) by certainother syntactic and semantic details to be
discussed below. The formalclassification of TS-Ps made by combiningthese distinctions correlateswith distinctions among the illocutionaryforces contributedby these
classification
tags to the TS-P. This entire syntactic-intonational-semantic/pragmatic
of TS-Ps carriesover directlyto STSs, as will be seen presently.The detailedcorrelation
between types of STSs and types of TS-Ps argues stronglythatthe apparenttags occurring in STSs are real tags (as assumed at the outset), not the strandedportionof VPF.
The exact parallels that will be examined between subtypes of ordinary tagged
sentences and correspondingsubtypes of STSs provide overwhelming evidence that
STSs representa kind of tagged sentence and not a kind of VPF sentence.
When a TS-P has the same polarityin host and tag, that polaritymust be positive.9
This is also true for STSs. The STS lb means the same thing as the TS-P lla.
The ungrammaticalSTS attemptin lid appearsto be bad for the same reason as the
8
McCawley (1988) explicitly allows, and Culicover (1992) explicitly disallows, epithet subjects in tags.
Ex. (i) is Culicover's 25b; (ii) is McCawley's 8a.
(i) *John is here, isn't the fink?
(ii) John hasn't washed the dishes, has the son of a bitch?
9 This is not quite true in the (Australian)speech of Ray Cattell (1973:616), who gives the following
example, which is not possible in my North American speech.
(19) JOHN: ... and Sue hasn't graduatedyet.
HARRY:
She hasn't graduatedyet, hasn't she?
Cattell continues, ' . . however, the use of matchingnegative polarity is much more restrictedthan that of
matching positive polarity'. The matching negative polarity possibility of Cattell's dialect will be ignored
in the remainderof this article.
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ungrammaticalTS-P attempt l ic, namely that same polarity tags must have positive
polarity.
(11) a. They arrivedsafely, did they? (TS-P)
b. Arrived safely, did they? (STS)
c. *They didn't arrive safely, didn't they?
d. *Didn't arrive safely, didn't they?
With regardto illocutionaryforce, '[Same polaritytags] are attachedto sentences that
the speakeris not puttingforwardas his own but is "citing in orderto ask the listener
if it is his" ' (McCawley 1988:480, citing Cattell 1973). They may be heardeither as
belligerent, as in (12) or docile, as in (13).
(12) So Johnhas washed the dishes, has he? Well I know for a fact thathe hasn't.
(McCawley 1988, ex. 2a)
(13) Lucy can play the viola, can she? I didn't know that. (McCawley 1988, ex.
2c)
Same polarity tags only occur in TS-Ps with rising intonation;the same is true for
same polaritytags in STSs.
'Fakenegative' TS-Ps (McCawley 1988) have superficialnegationbut positive polarity in thehost (andpositivepolarityin the tag).Theyalso havea specialintonationcontour
with a falling tone at the end of the host (indicatedby \) and a rising tone on the tag
(indicatedby /). FakenegativeTS-Ps areillustratedin 14a,d;correspondingSTSs appear
as 15a,d.Italicizedelements arepolarityitems, positive in the acceptablea versions and
negativein the unacceptablec versions.The STS attemptin 15c is badfor the samereason
that the T-SP attemptin 14c is bad: a negative polarityitem, a red cent, appearsin the
positive polaritycontext createdby the fake-negativetag construction.
You wouldn't rather go to the \movies, /would you?
*I wouldn't rather go to the movies.
*You wouldn't preferto give me \a red cent, /would you?
You wouldn't preferto give me \a penny, /would you?
Wouldn't rather go to the \movies, /would you?
*I wouldn't rather go to the movies.10
*Wouldn'tprefer to give me \a red cent, /would you?
Wouldn't preferto give me \a penny, /would you?
The illocutionaryforce associated with fake negative tags seems to be somethinglike
timid suggestion: 'Would you consider going to the movies instead?' Note again the
detailed parallelbetween a subtype of TS-P and the correspondingsubtype of STS.
Polarityreversaltags can have the negation in either the host or the tag and can be
spoken with either falling or rising intonation,representedin 16 by final periods and
question marks, respectively. (In polarity reversal tags, semantic polarity correlates
positively with syntactic polarity throughout.)In the examples in 16, TS-P and STS
versions alternate,showing the four possibilities: positive polarity host with falling
tone, positive polarity host with rising tone, negative polarity host with falling tone,
negative polarityhost with rising tone.
(14) a.
b.
c.
d.
(15) a.
b.
c.
d.

10
Example 15b repeats 14b to maintainthe parallelbetween the sets of examples.
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tone \
pol +
(16) a. (TS-P) They got caught, didn't they.
tone \
b. (STS) Got caught, didn't they.
pol +
c. (TS-P) They got caught, didn't they?
tone /
pol +
d. (STS) Got caught, didn't they?
tone /
pol +
e. (TS-P) They didn't get caught, did they. pol tone \
f. (STS) Didn't get caught, did they.
tone \
pol tone /
didn't
did
get caught,
g. (TS-P) They
they? pol
h. (STS) Didn't get caught, did they?
tone /
pol In polarityreversaltags, the polarityof the host is partof the semanticsof the proposition
conveyed (underthe illocutionaryforce contributedby the tag). Fallingintonationpolarity reversal tags seem to contributea force similar to that of a negative question: 'I
think P is the case, but please confirm' (16a,b,e,f). Rising intonationpolarityreversal
tags seem to this writer somewhat less assertive, a little closer to an ordinary (not
negative) yes/no question (16c,d,g,h). Examples 16a,b,e,f are more fluently followed
by, 'I told you so!' thanexamples 16c,d,g,h. I do not claim to have isolated the precise
differencein illocutionaryforce betweenfalling intonationandrising intonationpolarity
reversal tags. I suggest that there is some such difference, and that it is the same in
STSs as in TS-Ps. I take it as now establishedthat there are four distinct illocutionary
forces associatedwith (1) ordinarysame polaritytags, (2) fake negativetags, (3) polarity
reversal falling intonationtags, and (4) polarityreversalrising intonationtags. I refer
to these forces henceforthas Fl, F2, F3, and F4, respectively,making no furthereffort
to describethem. The point is thatthis classificationworksfor STSs exactly as it works
for TS-Ps, providing strong evidence that STSs are partof the tag family and not part
of a VPF family."l
3. THE PROBLEM
FOREGB. If STSs do not represent some form of VPF, then an

account must be given of the construalof the missing subject of the host. There is an
extensive EGB literatureon missing sentence-initial subjects in child speech and in
diary and other special registers (Haegeman 1990a, 1990b, 1997, Haegeman& Ihsane
1999, Rizzi 1994, 1997, Hyams 1989, Wexler 1992, Hamman& Plunkett2002). However, the arrayof empty categories that have so far been proposed and the principles
that govern their licensing and identificationdo not account for the missing subjects
of STSs.
Chomsky's original classification of empty categories was based on whetheran ec
is anaphoric( +?a) andwhetherit is pronominal( ? p). Therearefourpossible combinations to be considered as candidatesfor the empty subject of STSs.12
1. (+ a, + p) This is PRO. According to the well-known PRO theorem, since anaphors must be bound in the appropriatelocal binding domain (originally, governing
category) and pronominalsmust be free in that domain,PRO cannot occur in any such
domain. The [Spec, IP] position of a finite clause is generally considereda governed
position, at least in a non-pro-droplanguage like English. Hence PRO is ruled out as
the ec subject of STS.
2. ( + a, - p) This is null anaphor,typically the trace of A-movement, as in passive
" I have benefited from discussion with Charles Fillmore about the connections
among the syntactic
subtypes of tags, their intonations,and their illocutionaryforces.
12
Several of the following observationshave been made by Haegeman (1990a,b, 1997), Haegemanand
Ihsane (1999), and Rizzi (1994) in connection with initial missing subjects in child and diary genres of
English.
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or raising structures.This ec must be locally A-bound by a c-commandingNP. But a
root subject has no c-commandingNP in an A position.
3. (- a, + p) This is pro. Accordingto the way pro functionsin discoursein parade
'pro-drop'languages like Italian and Spanish, pro would be a semanticallysatisfying
choice for the ec subject of STS. English, however, doesn't allow missing subjects of
finite verbs in general, only in this construction.So if English has pro available for
use in STS sentences, it is not easy to see how to block it from licensing subjectless
sentences (lacking tags) when the reference of the missing subject is available from
context, as in 17.
(17) a. *Ate the pizza.
b. *Has told the boss about it.
In English an STS doesn't have any richeror poorerverbalinflectionthanotherEnglish
root sentences, although extreme wealth or poverty of verbal inflection is generally
held in the EGB traditionto permitthe presence of pro in a language. Further,pro is
held to have additionalcorrelatesthat are not present in English, such as absence of
overt subjects in embeddedclauses and the occurrenceof postverbalsubjects.
4. (- a, - p) This is R-expression.A null R-expressionis normallyeither the trace
of A'-movement or the trace of null operator.WH-traceis obviously not at issue in
STS since thereis no wH-phraseto the left of the missing subject.OP has been proposed
for topic drop in child English and French (Wexler 1992). On this analysis, the null
operatorOP moves from root subject position [Spec, IP] to [Spec, CP], leaving an
appropriatelyboundtracein the subjectposition. But, unlike the pro hypothesis,which
correctlyrules out null objects because of the reliance of pro on verbal inflection for
identification,topic drop wrongly predictsnull objects to be possible in STS.
(18) *Fooled

, didn't they.

Additionally,OP is itself subjectto identification.Null operatorsare normallyposited
to occur in Spec of an embedded CP with a c-commandingcoindexed NP or trace
higher in the tree. The three most frequentlydiscussed cases where a null operatoris
posited are parasiticgaps, tough movement, and bare relatives, as illustratedin 19a,b,
and c, respectively.
(19) a. [Which report]i did youj file ti [pp before [cp OPi [IP PROj reading ti]]]?
b. Johni is easy [OPi [PROArbto please til].

c. the mani [OPi [I love ti]].
Since null operatorshave to be identified,the topic drophypothesis,accordingto which
the ec in questionis a null operatorin root [Spec, CP], bindingthe subjecttracein [Spec,
IP], has to be a real topic, thatis somethingidentifiedby the context.Consequentlytopic
drop rules out missing expletive subjects, since the notion of a nonreferentialnull
operatoridentifiedby the contextis incoherent.Missing expletive subjectsare,however,
possible in STS (also in child English and French and in diary English and French.
See Haegeman 1990a, 1990b, 1997, Rizzi 1994, Hamann& Plunkett2002).
(20) a. Raining prettyhard, isn't it?
b. Seems like someone's been here before, doesn't it?
Summing up, trace of OP is not a viable candidate for the missing subject of STS
because it wrongly predicts(1) missing objects to be possible and (2) missing expletive
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subjects to be impossible. Moreover, (3) the identity of the referent of the missing
subject in STS is not in general recoverable from the context, as observed in connection
with ex. 2.
Rizzi (1994) has proposed expanding the traditional armamentarium of four empty
categories to six, precisely with a view to dealing with child and diary root null subjects.
Considering root null subjects in child and diary-style English and French (following
Haegeman 1990a,b), Rizzi rejects topic drop (null OP in root [Spec, CP]) for reasons
(1) and (2) that were given above for rejecting null OP as the missing subject of STS.
Rizzi, following Lasnik and Stowell (1991), notes an intuitive semantic distinction
between some traces of OP and some wH-traces. While in a sentence like 21a, the WHtrace is a variable-over possible foods, let's say-in 21b the trace of null OP is a
constant, denoting Elena.13
(21) a. Whati did Fido eat ti?
b. Elenai is hard [OPi [PROArbto beat ti at cribbage]].
Rizzi proposes to expand Chomsky's classification of ecs by adding the feature [ +
variable] to [? anaphor] and [ pronominal]. Crucially, while wH-trace is normally
+ v, the trace of null OP is often -v.'4 Rizzi christens trace of null OP, i.e. the ec
often characterizable as (-a, -p, -v), the null constant (nc). Rizzi cites the data in
22 and 23 (from Lasnik & Stowell 1991) as providing evidence for the distinction
between variable and constant traces of A'-movement. Strong crossover is sensitive to
both wH-trace (22a) and to null constant (22b), that is, to any kind of R-expression.
Weak crossover is sensitive only to variables (23a), not to the null constant (23b).
(22) a. *Whoi did you get himi to talk to ti?
b. *Johni is easy for us to get himi to talk to ti.
(23) a. *Whoi did you get hisi mother to talk to ti?
b. Johni is easy for us to get hisi mother to talk to ti.
To the degree that the grammaticality judgments in 23 are robust,'5 these data provide
distributional support for the semantic distinction between variables, which arise in the
scope of semantic operators like question words and quantifiers, and the traces that are
posited in EGB when a gap in a case-marked position appears to be construed with
reference to an NP in an A position, as in tough movement and bare relatives (cf.
19a,b).
Rizzi's expanded classification of ecs is given in 24 (reproduced from Rizzi 1994:
159, ex. 21). The nc is highlighted in the lower right hand corer of the table.
13This intuition is not
necessarily shared by the readerwho maintainsno prior commitmentto the OPi
plus ti analysis. To beat at cribbage can be viewed as denoting a propertyderived by abstractionand hard
can be viewed as denoting a relationbetween a property,here the propertyrealized as to beat at cribbage,
and an individual, here Elena (RichardOehrle, p.c.).
14There are
exceptions to this rough correlationof trace type with operatortype. Appositive relatives
match overt operators with null constant traces (Rizzi 1994:158). If parasitic gaps are given a relatively
uncomplicatedEGB analysis along the lines of 19a, then OP can bind a variable.
15I find the
following examples, structurallysimilar to 23a, unobjectionable.
(i) Whoi did the INS get hisi landlordto rat on ti?
(ii) Whoi did the teacher ask hisi motherto talk to ti?
Sag (1999) discusses the notoriousunreliabilityof weak crossoverjudgments.
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(24)
1

2

<+a>

<+a>

<+p> = *

<+p> = PRO

<+v>

4

3
<+a>
<->

= NP-t

<-p>

<+v>

<-v>

<+a>

<-v>

5

6

7

8

<-a>

<-a>

<-a>

<-a>

<+p> = pro (res)

<+p> = pro

<+v>

<-p>

= vbl

<+v>

<-v>

<-p>

= nc

<-v>

Of the eight possible combinationsof + a, ? p, and + v, two, ' and 3 arepresumably
excluded by the inherentincompatibilityof (+ a) (requiringA-binding) and ( + v) (requiringA'-binding)'(Rizzi 1994:159). 'The remainingsix combinationsareall attested.
2, 4, 6 and 7 are the familiartypes; 5 is pro used as a resumptivepronoun... [which
does not concern us here, PK] and 8 is the null constant' (Rizzi 1994:159).
Unlike pro, which is pronominal,nc is subjectto the empty categoryprinciple(ECP),
specifically to the identificationhalf of the ECP. The identificationpart of the ECP,
in the version of Rizzi 1994, says that nonpronominalecs 'must be chain connected
to an antecedent... if they can [be]' (Rizzi 1994:163, see 26 below). This prevents
the nc from occurringin sentences like those in 25 in normal adult English, where
there is an empty category in a position in which EGB would posit pro in Italian or
Spanish.
(25) a. *Kim is the best speller. So [ec nc] is sure to get the prize.
b. *Kimi is sure [ec nci] will get the prize.
How then does the nc permitsentences with missing root subjectsin child English and
French?Rizzi formulatesthe ECP as in 26 (1994:162, numberedlines 23 and 31) and
proposes that in child English and French the nc can appearin root subject position
because there is no C-projection,that is, we have truncationat the level of IP, shown
in 27 ( = Rizzi's ex. 35, p. 163).
ECP (Identification)
(26)
a. Empty categories (- p) must be chain connected to an antecedent
b. ... if they can

(27)
C'

Spec

IP

C\J'^^

I'

Spec
I

VP

According to Rizzi's truncationhypothesis, the circled partof the tree may be absent
in child and diary English and French when it is not needed to house anything. In
this case [Spec, IP] can house a null constantidentifiedby context because there is no
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c-commanding node that could contain a potential antecedent, which would violate
26.16

To summarize, the part of Rizzi's proposal of interest here is that child English and
French and diary English and French permit truncation of CP, making [Spec, IP] the
highest terminal node in the tree when the C-projection is not needed to house overt
content (as in wH-questions, V2 structures, etc.). When truncation occurs, nc can appear
in [Spec, IP] identified by context because there is no node in the tree that could contain
an antecedent, as required by the updated ECP 26.
Truncation of the C-projection with nc in [Spec, IP] will not account for the missing
subjects of STSs for two reasons. First, the truncation-nc analysis predicts that since
the subject is identified from the context, the tag is unnecessary (as indeed it is in child
and diary styles). This is incompatible with the necessity of the tag in cases like 2. If
truncation and presence of nc in [Spec, IP] is what permits the missing root subjects
of English sentences found in child and diary styles but not in adult colloquial style,
then nc can't provide the mechanism that permits subjectlessness ONLY in the presence
of a tag in adult, colloquial STS sentences. Second, as also observed in connection
with ex. 2, in on-line processing of STSs the missing subject is obtained cataphorically
from the tag subject. An analysis which places a null constant in [Spec, IP] which in
turn binds the pronominal subject of the tag17 would have the syntactic dependent
acting as the semantic antecedent. I conclude that if the missing subject of the STS
construction is to be accounted for within the EGB tradition, some new type of empty
category or some adjustment in the principles governing the distribution of empty
categories will have to be developed.18

16Expletive ncs, as well as referentialones, can be identified context,
by
accordingto Rizzi. His reasoning
is as follows. First he notes that children learning English drop expletive subjects, which suggests that the
same explanationfor their lack of expletive subjectsand nonexpletivesubjectswould be desirable.Swedish,
which allows missing root subjects, extends this privilege to expletives, as in (i) (but presumablynot to the
various other positions that would lead one to posit the missing subject to be pro). In particular,in a V2
construction,where we assume the verb has moved to C, requiringthe C-projection,the missing root subject
is impossible, as in (ii).
(i) a. (Det) verkar som om ...
it
seems as if...
(Rizzi's 41a)
b. (Det) telefonerades mycket igaar.
it
(Rizzi's 41b)
was.telephoned a.lot
yesterday.
telefonerades *(det) mycket.
Igaar
(ii)
a.lot
(Rizzi's 42)
Yesterday was.telephoned it
17By, say, assuming the tag is adjoinedto I'.
18After this article was submitted, Adele Goldberg
brought Thrasher 1974 to my attention. Thrasher
considers English colloquial sentences with a wide range of missing initial strings, including-but by no
means restrictedto-subjects. Thrasheroffers the following examples (p. 5).
(i) Gotta go now.
(ii) See you next Tuesday.
(iii) Too bad about old Charlie.
(iv) No need to get upset about it.
(v) Been in Ann Arbor long?
(vi) Ever get a chance to use your Dogrib?
(vii) Ever get to Japan,look me up.
(viii) Good thing we didn't run into anyone we know.
(ix) Last person I expected to meet was John.
(x) Wife wants to go to the mountainsthis year.
Thrashernotes that these sentences may lack not only initial subjects but also initial subject+Aux, if,
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4. CONSTRUCTIONALANALYSISOF STS. I proceed now to make explicit the analysis

of STS and related tag constructionssketched in ??1-3. In broad terms, it has been
establishedthatSTSs come in four varieties,accordingto the natureof the tag: ordinary
same polarity, fake negative, opposite polarity with rising intonation, and opposite
polaritywith falling intonation.Each of the four varietiesof STS has its own illocutionary force and to each variety of STS there correspondsa subtype of TS-P with the
same tag and force. After certain preliminaries, I will posit a master TAGGEDSENTENCE

(TS) construction,which consists of a predicate-headedhost (left) daughterand a question-tag (right)daughter.The host is unspecifiedwith respect to finiteness and to presence of an overt subject. The tag is unspecified with respect to polarity, intonation,
and force. The tag and host are semanticallyunified, modulo illocutionaryforce. A TS
constructwill carrythe forces of boththe host andtag, requiringthatthese be compatible
(see Culicover 1992:197f).
The tag daughter inherits the VERB PHRASEELLIPSIS(VPE) construction, which, of

course, is independentlyrequiredin the grammar.The TS constructionis inheritedby
two incompatible subconstructions,STS and TS-P, depending on the nature of the
host. Independentof this two-way split based on the host, TS is divided into four
subconstructionsbased on differencesin the tag andcorrespondingto the four illocutionary forces. On the tag branchof the hierarchyTS is first inheritedby two mutually
incompatiblesubconstructions.In the first construction,SemPol=, both host and tag
have the same semantic polarity. In the second construction,SemPol#-, host and tag
have opposite polarities. SemPol= is in turn inherited by both McCawley's fakenegativetag construction(FakeNeg)andthe ordinarypositive polaritytag construction,
in which semantic and syntactic polarities are positive in both host and tag, which I
denoteBothSynSemPol+. SemPol$ is subdividedinto SemPolh:with risingintonation
(SemPoltl) and SemPols: with falling intonation(SemPol#I). Finally, eight subconstructionsof TS are defined by combining each of the four subtypes of STS based on
tag type (viz. FakeNeg, BothSynSemPol+, SemPol#=t,SemPol-lj) with the two subtypes based on differencesin the host (STS vs. TS-P). These eight, maximal constructions arethe leaves of the tagged sentencehierarchy,the maximalconstructionsactually
used in licensing sentences. (This hierarchyis summarizedin Figure 9.)
4.1. VERB PHRASEELLIPSIS

(VPE).

Since the TS construction is in part defined by

VPE, I consider VPE first. VPE ellipts the predicationalcomplementof an auxiliary,
finite or nonfinite. The strandedauxiliarymay head either a VP or an invertedclause
(SAI). Some examples of VPE not involving tags are given in 28.
definite and indefinitearticles,and possessive pronouns(p. 5). Thrasherdistinguisheswhat he calls 'rapport
deletion', as exemplified in (i-x), from 'discoursedeletion', the latterrelying on the missing element's being
already present in the discourse representation.He classes STSs as instances of 'backwardsdeletion' (p.
117) along with subjectless sentences containingreflexives, such as (xi).
(xi) Hurthimself/yourself/themelvesbad?
Thrashercharacterizesbackwards-deletionsentences as 'hybrids'between rapport-deletionand discoursedeletion sentences, sharingwith the formerthe requirementthat the missing element be initial and with the
latterthat the referentof the missing element be present in the discourse (p. 117).
The major suggestion in Thrasher'swork for the present study-though space limitations prevent my
pursuing it in detail-is that perhapsthe STS constructionsmight inherit some of its propertiesnot only
from TS but also from one or more abstractsententialconstructionswith missing initial elements. In any
such analysis, STSs would remaintagged sentences and thus inheritthe tagged sentence constructionof Fig.
2, and the argumentsconsideredagainst an EGB analysis of STSs would retain their force.
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Fido hasn't eaten any pizza yet but Schmallowitz has.
It may not have been snowing in the Sierras or it may (have (been)).
They want us to sing. Should we?
You say he's a jerk, obnoxious, and on dope, but I don't think he is.19

The VPE construction is presented in Figure 1.20The construction specifies an auxiliary verb, whose verbal complement requirement cannot be expressed, since it is represented by a valence element that specifies null phonology and 'prag' semantics (i.e.
semantic content determined from context).
cat
aux
lex
val

v
+
+
pred +
+
...max
sem prag
phon null

1. Verb phrase ellipsis (VPE)
FIGURE

SENTENCE
The TS construction is shown in
4.2. THETAGGED
(TS) CONSTRUCTION.21
not itself license any construct
2.
is
an
abstract
which
does
This
construction,
Figure
ultimate
but
whose
heirs
do.22
The
external
(sentence)
syntax of TS says nothing beyond
a
a
sentence.
It specifies a syn(tax) value
that
TS
construct
is
freestanding
specifying
of [pred +, max +, srs +] and a role value of main-clause. The feature [pred + ]
indicates that a phrase is predicational, [max + ] indicates that it is a maximal projection
in x-bar terms, and [srs + ] indicates that the subject requirement is satisfied (in the
typical case by overt presence of a subject phrase, thus distinguishing clauses [srs + ]
from VPs [srs -]). The host daughter, [role head], is also a saturated predicational
phrase, [syn [pred +, max +, srs + ]]. The tag daughter is [role mod(ifier)] and inherits
SAI, that is, it is syntactically an inverted clause. TS does not specify whether the host
daughter contains an overt subject, nor the category of its head. The only further things
to be said about the syntax of TS involve the constraint at the bottom of Figure 2,
which concerns the inheritance of VPE by the tag. I will return to this constraint after
discussing the semantics of the construction.23
19Example28 promptsfor VPE the same terminologicalquibbleraisedin note 5 aboutVPF: The construction really ellipts predicationalphrases,not just VPs. Again, I retain the traditionalterminology.
20I present constructionsin a diagrammaticnotation closely akin to that used in Kay & Fillmore 1999,
Fillmore 1999, Michaelis & Lambrecht1996, Fillmore& Kay 1995. Two differencesarethat(1) constituency
is representedin this articlein traditionaltree form ratherthan in box-within-boxform for more perspicuous
presentationof large diagramsand (2) path constraintsare added, as introducedin Kay 2002. (Statements
of path constraintsappearat the bottom of Figs. 2 and 3b.) Path constraintsrepresent,not an extension of
the formalsystem of constructiongrammar,but an extension of informalCG notationto matchthe expressive
power of the formal system.
21For readersnot interestedin the mechanics of the representationalsystem, I have attemptedto explain
the content of the figures sufficiently in the text that the more technical footnotes can be skipped.
22 After the various heirs to TS have been
presented,the STS sentence Fainted, didn't he (with falling
intonation) is analyzed in detail to illustrate a sentence licensed by one maximal STS construction.The
readermay wish now or at some later point to take a preliminaryglance at Fig. 8 and the accompanying
text to see TS (and some of its heirs) in action.
23 I use 'semantics' here
broadly, to include illocutionaryforce.
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[pred +, max +, srs +]
main-clause
#1
top
label #1
[]
pol
sem frames #2
frame [
cont

syn
role

forces

#5{} u#6{}

syn [pred +, max +, srs +]
role head
#1
top
label #1
[1
pol
sem frames #2
frm
cont #3
forces

]

inherit
[]

SAI
mod

,.role

#5{

node

m

top

#4
label #4
[]
pol

frames
sem

cont
forces

#6

[]

,

force []
arg

gf

f

#3

#1

subj

val
pron +
PathConstraint:(Hx) (VAL*x = (([1]) & (Inherit(x, VPE))
FIGURE
2. Tagged sentence (TS)

Most of the work of TS is done by the semantics.I assume here that a sem(antics)
value has three attributes:top, focus, frames. The frames attributetakes as its value a
set of featurestructuresthatjointly representthe predicationalcontentof the construction. The frames feature is analogous to the LISZTattributein the MRS semantics of
HPSG (Copestakeet al. 1999). The majorattributeof each memberof the frames set
is its content, which contains the predicate-likeinformationof the frame and a feature
representingeach participant(argument)of the frame.24A contentvalue can be thought
of as an elementarypredicationwhich is unspecified for polarity or for illocutionary
24

For example, the content value for the THINK frame has featuresthat provide for specification of the
frame itself and each of the semantic participants(arguments).Thus:
frame THINK
thinker [
_thought [ ]
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force. The pol(arity) value, + /-, indicates affirmation versus negation of the content.
The effects of embedding and scope relations among frames are achieved by allowing
the label value of one frame to appear as (be unified with) a participant value of another
frame. A sem value has two other attributes, top and forces. The top value is unified,
via its label, with one of the frames-specifically,
the unique frame that is not embedded
in any other frame.25 The value of the forces attribute is a set each of whose members
is a feature structure pairing a particular illocutionary force with a frame.
In TS, the frames of the exterior semantics are those of the host (#2).26 The exterior
top (including its polarity) is also that of the host (#1). The forces set of the exterior
semantics includes that of the host plus an unspecified force operator applied to the
top frame which is unified with the unique member of the forces value of the tag (#6).27
Tagged sentences receive part of their full illocutionary force from the host and part
from the tag. As mentioned, host and tag forces must be compatible.28
(29) a. You're leaving, aren't you?
b. Leave, won't you?
(30) a. *You're leaving, won't you?
b. *Leave, aren't you?
The tag daughter inherits SAI (for a constructional treatment of SAI, see Fillmore
1999). Consequently, the constituent in Fig. 2 bearing the notation node [il, represents
the finite auxiliary head of the inverted clause licensed by SAI.29 The valence value
of the head of the tag indicates that its subject is pronominal (or an epithet in some
dialects).
We return now to the path constraint shown at the bottom of Fig. 2, which says that
some constituent in the tag inherits VPE.30 In dialects that permit multiple auxiliaries
25There is a
unique chain of immediate embedding links from the top frame to each other frame. This
proviso ensuresthat (1) therewill be no mutualembeddingof frames and (2) the sem value containsa single
attribute,top, whose value 'picks up' the entire content.
26In this articleempty bracketsindicatingan unspecifiedfeaturestructureare omitted
following a unification variable. For example, what would have been notated in earlier work (e.g. Kay & Fillmore 1999) as
#1[ ] is indicatedhere #1. The notation#1{ } is retained,however, when the unspecified value is a variable
over sets. (Empty curly bracketsdenote an unspecified set, not the empty set.)
27Since the tag force #6 is not specified in the TS construction,TS cannot be used to license an actual
sentence constructbecause constructs in CG do not contain variables. One of the eight maximal heirs of
TS, each of which specifies an illocutionaryforce, will be required.
28 'Compatibility'here is intendedbroadly.In
particular,a tag can be treatedas a functionfrom an assertion
plus its associated context to a possibly differentrange of speech acts (Oehrle 1987: 241ff., RichardOehrle,
p.c.). In such a theory of tag semantics a host force f would count as compatiblewith a tag t just if f meets
the domain requirementsof t. Oehrle's theory of tag semantics will not be pursuedfurtherhere, althoughI
believe it is compatible with the overall approachI employ.
29Notations in boldface do not
representattribute-valuepairs and are not part of any feature structure.
Inherit notationsindicatethatthe constituentrepresentedby the bracketsthey appearin inheritsthe construction whose abbreviationfollows; node Ix notations simply give an identifying numeral to the feature
structurewhose brackets they occur in for use in stating path constraintson that feature structure.4b]
denotes the feature structureassociated with constituentx, i.e. the featurestructuredenoted by the AVM in
which the node [x] notation appears.
30The VAL* notationin the constraint
representsthe idea of valence embeddingat an arbitrarydepth. It
does mostly the same work in CG that functional uncertainty(Kaplan & Zaenen 1989) and inside-out
functional uncertainty(Dalrymple 1993) do in LFG. It allows one to say, for example, that some feature
structurex is a valence element of a valence element of ... a feature structurey. This notion figures in the
representationof, for example, long distance dependencies(Kay & Fillmore 1999) and anaphoricrelations
(Kay 1994), correspondingroughly to the slash mechanismin HPSG. We define valence embeddingrecursively as follows. (The pathnotationy Ival denotes the value of the valence attributeof the featurestructurey.)
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in tags the ellipted VP is neither necessarily the lowest nor the highest. Compare: He
won't have been there already, will he have been?l will he have?/ will he? The constraint
is formulated in Fig. 2 for the more complex dialect, which allows multiple auxiliaries.
For the simpler dialect, lacking multiple auxiliaries, one would simply eliminate the
constraint and have the tag daughter of TS inherit VPE.31
The propositional contents of the host and tag, modulo polarity, are unified through
the unification of the content values of their top frames (#3).32 This unification ensures
that the person and number of the tag match those of the host, the appropriate sequence
of auxiliaries in multi-auxiliary tags, 'support' do in a tag with a main verb host, and
finite be in tags with nonverbal predicate hosts. Given (1) the fact that both copula be
and auxiliary do raise the propositional semantics of their complements to their own
semantics, simply adding tense information, and (2) the different syntactic valence
properties of copula be and support do, the top I content (i.e. propositional content,
modulo negation) unification (#3) ensures that be appears in the tag when a nonverbal
predicate appears in the host (and is omitted in the tag) and auxiliary do occurs in the
tag when a finite main verb appears in the main clause (and is omitted in the tag).
The absence of syntactic dependencies between host and tag also accounts for a
range of permissible syntactic mismatches. While subj-verb agreement within both host
and tag is strict (and consequently should be accounted for by the general subject-verb
agreement mechanism), McCawley notes allowable looseness in the matching of tag
and host subjects that is accounted for by requiring only semantic identity: IBM doesn't
sell that, does it? / do they? I*does they? I*do it? (McCawley 1988: exx. 7a, 7a',
approximately). Similarly, McCawley allows some epithet subjects in tags, as we have
seen. This causes no problem in the present formulation because unification requires
only that the information in the host and tag subjects be consistent, not identical.33
(i) Let x,y be feature structuresand i be a positive integer;
a. VAL?x = x,
b. VALix = y, iff VALi-x E y | val.
The notation 4>( ] ) representsthe feature structureassigned by the function 4>to the constituentlabeled
m . Thus, the constraintsays thatthere is a featurestructurex which is valence-embeddedarbitrarilydeeply
in the head aux of the tag and which inheritsVPE. That is, some valence element of a valence element of
... the head aux of the tag inheritsVPE.
31 This would be representedin Fig. 2 by writing inherit VPE right under inherit SAI and eliminating
the path constraintat the bottom of the figure.
32 The
tag shares the sem value of its head, since the tag is an SAI clause and SAI is itself a subtype of
headed construction.See Fillmore 1999.
33 Oehrle
(1987:244 ff.) makes the generalpoint that semantic/pragmaticmatchingis what counts with a
convincing range of examples. Example (i), Oehrle's 14 (p. 244) can clearly be uttered with the falling
intonationallowable only with opposite polarity tags.
(i) Not once did John agree with us, did he.
'Second, the relation between the subject of the inner sentence [i.e. the host, PK] and the pronounof the
tag is not syntacticallycharacterizable'(1987:245).
(ii) Your cousin left, didn't SHE/HE.(Oehrle's 16)
(iii) The ham sandwichin Booth 2 is attractinga lot of attention,isn't IT/SHE/HE.[Oehrle'sex. 18, after
Nunberg 19781
'There are also subject noun phrasesfor which no appropriatetag form exists'.
(iv) The usual humanbeing is either male or female, isn't *HE/*SHE/*IT. (Oehrle's 19)
(The readerwho is inclined to suggest that the possibility of he or she has been overlooked in (iv) should
recall that Oehrle's paper appearedin 1987.)
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4.3. SUBCONSTRUCTIONSOFTS. Section 2 presented two main ways of subdividing

TSs. (1) The host may (a) have an overt subject and finite verb (i.e. it may be an S-P
constructand, thus, head an ordinarytagged sentence) or (b) lack an overt subject and
consequentlyhead an STS.34(2) Variousintonationalandmorphosyntacticdetailsabout
the tag correlatewith the illocutionaryforce of the whole as does the issue of identity
or nonidentity of tag and host polarity; these variationsin the tag (and the tag-host
relation)operateindependentlyof the host distinctionsnoted in (1). Two subconstructions based on contrast (1) crossed with four subconstructionsbased on contrast(2)
yield eight maximal subconstructions.
[inherit TS]

[inherit TS]

[inherit S-P]

[ ]
val

a. TaggedS-P sentence (TS-P)

gf
subj
syn null ...
. phon null
b. Subjectlesstagged sentence (STS)

3. Root subconstructionsof TS.
FIGURE
ROOT SUBCONSTRUCTIONS.
The TS-P and STS constructions are given in Figure 3.

All that needs to be said about TS-P, Fig. 3a, is that it inherits TS and that the root
daughterinherits S-P (assuming the definition as in Kay & Fillmore 1999). STS, Fig.
3b, adds to the information inherited from TS the fact that the root subject is not
expressed 'val { [gf subj, syn null, phon null] ... }'.
TAG SUBCONSTRUCTIONS. The initial subclassificationof TS structureson the basis
of the tag constituentopposes same polarity to opposite polarity tags.
It is necessary to distinguish syntactic polarity from semantic polarity because of
fake-negativetags, illustratedin 14 and 15.35I assume that every predicational(syn |
pred +) constituenthas a syn | pol(arity) attribute.In the default case syntactic and
semanticpolarityare the same. This resultis achieved by positing a (default)construc34For
simplicity of exposition, I ignore STSs with imperativehosts.
35And for independentreasons as well, one involving the constructionconsisting of a why question that
lacks an overt subject and whose root verb appearsin bare stem form (Gordon& Lakoff 1971:72f).
(i) Why talk to Kim about it?
A sentence like (i) is never interpretedas a question, but always as a mild negative suggestion, along the
lines of any of the examples in (ii).
(ii) a. Maybe I shouldn't talk to Kim about it.
b. Maybe you shouldn't talk to Kim about it.
c. Maybe he/she/they shouldn't talk to Kim about it.
When not is inserted (before the verb), as in (iii), the suggestion becomes a positive one, as illustratedin
(iv).
(iii)
Why not talk to Kim about it?
(iv) a. Maybe I should talk to Kim about it.
b. Maybe you should talk to Kim about it.
c. Maybe he/she/they should talk to Kim about it. [Some people don't get this readingfor (iii).]
In the overt negation/positive suggestion case (iii, iv) a positive polarity context is created, matching the
affirmativesemantics and conflicting with the overt negation.
(v) a. Why not talk to someone about it?
b. *Why not talk to anyone about it? [Intendedreading:paraphraseof (va)]
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tion that states this fact. This is the SynPol = SemPol construction, appearing in Figure
4a.36 Similarly, the SynPol + construction, diagrammed in Fig. 4b, provides positive
polarity as the default value for syntactic polarity. The two default constructions of
Fig. 4 thus provide for positive polarity in both syntactic and semantic dimensions in
a structure where no interacting construction has specified either negative polarity at
some level or opposite polarities at the two levels. The unmarked case is, therefore,
positive polarity at both levels.
sem top pol #1

[syn| pol +]

pred +
syn
pol #1
a. SynPol = SemPol

b. SynPol+

FIGURE
4. Default constructionsaffecting semantic and syntactic polarity.

With the default constructions of Fig. 4 in mind as background, the abstract
BothSemPol + and SemPol= constructions can be defined. BothSemPol + specifies
that host and tag share the semantic polarity value + (11, 14, 15). SemPol= specifies
that host and tag have distinct semantic polarity values (16).
inherit TS

inherit TS

force [1

force [ ]

[sem
t[semI| top I pol
a. BothSemPol+

[sem Itop Ipol #j]
#i]
Constraint:i?j
b. SemPol?

FIGURE
5. Same polarity and opposite polarity tag constructions.

BothSemPol + and SemPol$ each have two subtypes. The two subtypes of
BothSemPol + determine the syntactic polarities and supply the illocutionary forces.
They are displayed in Figure 6.
Simple positive same-polarity tags (BothSynSemPol +, Fig. 6a) inherit
SynPol = SemPol, assuring (given inheritance of BothSemPol + ) that external syntactic
polarity is positive, and hence, via the unifications inherited from TS, that both semantic
and syntactic polarity are positive in both host and tag.37 BothSynSemPol + also assigns
force Fl to the 'top' frame, hence to the entire content parameterized for polarity.
The other kind of same-polarity tag construction is the fake negative tag construction.
FakeNeg (Fig. 6b) has a special fall-rise intonation, as noted, and also assigns an
36 In CG a construct
(word or phrase) cannot contain a variable (Kay 1998). A default constructionis a
constructionthatis availableto providea particularvalue when no otherconstructionspecifies thatvalue. This
is a monotonicdefaultmechanism;it involves no overriding.Whena structureis licensedby a constructionthat
stipulates an attributebut does not specify its value, some interactingconstructionmust supply that value
if the structureis to effectively describe an actualphraseor sentence. The SynPol= SemPol constructionof
Fig. 4a will unify the semantic and syntactic polarity values in any structurein which no other licensing
construction(s)have stipulatedthat they differ. (This alone is not enough to save the structureif neither
individualvalue is specified by some other construction.)
37
Fig. 6a shows explicitly that BothSynSemPol+ inherits BothSemPol+. Since BothSemPol+ itself
inheritsTS, BothSynSemPol+ also inheritsTS, althoughthat fact cannot be read directly from the figure.
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inherit
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force F1
frcs
. arg #1.

inherit
intonation
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BothSemPol+
fall-rise
#1
'top
force F2
frcs
.arg #1

[syn I pol -]
[syn I pol +]
b. FakeNeg

a. BothSynSemPol+

FIGURE
6. Subtypes of same semantic polarity constructions.

illocutionary force of its own, F2. The semantic polarities of both host and tag are
again both positive, inherited from BothSemPol +. The syntactic polarity of the host
is stipulated to be negative and that of the tag to be positive. Fake negative tag sentences
are thus same-polarity structures in the sense that both daughters have positive semantic
polarity, although the host has negative polarity syntactically. Recall that in Fig. 5a,
BothSemPol + is defined in terms of (positive) semantic polarity only.
The SemPol$ construction (Fig. 5b) specifies opposite semantic polarities in host
and tag (i#j). The two subtypes of SemPol$, differing formally only by intonation
and semantically only by force, are shown in Figure 7.
inherit
SemPol?
intonation rising
top #1
sem

inherit
SemPol!
intonation falling
top #1
force F3-

forces

arg #1 .
a. SemPol# with rising intonation
(SemPol'T)

sem

mforce F4forces

arg #1
b. Sempol: with falling intonation
(SemPol:l)

7. Subtypes of SemPol# constructions
FIGURE

The SemPolA construction with Rising Intonation (SemPolit), shown in Fig. 7a,
adds to SemPol= the information of rising intonation and force F3. The SemPollj
construction, shown in Fig. 7b, adds to SemPol# the information of falling intonation
and force F4.
The STS/SemPol#l construction is exemplified in Figure 8 with the sentence
Fainted, didn't he. Consider first the bottom-right constituent, with [phon (he)].38 The
syn value says that this constituent is a third person singular pronoun and the sem value
presents the relevant semantic information.39
38
Phon(ology) values in a treatmentthat dealt seriously with phonology within constructiongrammar
would be complex data structuresratherthan mere strings of symbols (cf. Orgun 1997, Koenig 1999). Here
strings in ordinaryEnglish orthographystand in for such data structures.
39I assume here that the sem value of a pronounbehaves as a referentialpointer, like an HPSG index.
To save space I have not shown that pronounsare a type of NP. The syntax and valence informationneed
not be shown in the (didn't he) and (didn't) constituents,since we know from the TS construction(Fig. 2)
that the (didn't he) constitutenthas all the properties of SAI. In the remainderof this discussion I will
sometimes refer to constituentsby their phon values.
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syn
[pred +, max +, srs +]
intonation falling
role
main-clause
#1
top
label #1
semsem

frames #2

P01
cont

+
[frame FAINT
fainter #5

force
forces
Hlforce ASSERTI
forces
F4]II
t
phoarg
d
<fi'
dargd
<fainteddidn't he>

1

phon

syn [pred +, max +, srs +]
role head
#1
top
frames #2
s
sem
[force ASSERT
forces
arg #1
[arg
phon <fainted>

pol -

FAINT
[fainter #5

frames ctframe
sem #3

[ force F4<1
forces ltarg
#1
phon <didn't>

role mod
sem #3
phon <didn'the>

pron +
per 3
- num sg_
spkr
addressee sem #5
number 1
sex
male
phon <he>
syn

FIGURE
8. Fainted, didn't he.

The left sister of (he) is (didn't). The sem value of (didn't) is unified with that of
its mother(didn't he), #3. The framesvalue is a singleton set of featurestructureswith
pol(arity)specified as negative40and cont(ent) as the feature structurewhose frame is
FAINT
and whose argumentis the sem value of (he) (#5). The latter unification (#5)
resultsfrom the interactionof the constituentstructureof SAI with the valence properties of didn't. The fact thatthe frame value of the semanticcontentof (didn't) is FAINT
results from (i) identityof the sem values of (didn't) and (didn't he) (#3 in Fig. 8), (ii)
identity of the content value of the verbal head of the tag with that of the host (#3 in
Fig. 2), and (iii) unification of the top frame of the host with that of the main clause
(#1 in Fig. 2). Force F4 is stipulatedby the SemPol#l construction;it is applied to
the main FAINTpredication(#1) because this structuresharing is dictated by the #1
unificationin TS (Fig. 2).
40
Only semanticpolarityis shown in this example. All SemPol# structureswill crashunless unified with
the default SynPol= SemPol construction(Fig. 4a), so we know that syntactic polarity will be the same as
semantic polarity throughoutexamples like this one. Negative semantic polarity arises in this constituent
from the lexical entry didn't.
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The (didn't he) constituent absorbs the semantics of its head daughter#3 and has
[role mod] due to TS.
The (fainted) constituentprovides the content value [frame FAINT]
that percolates
throughoutthe structureand also provides the force ASSERT,
applied to the predication
FAINT. This constituent is a clause [srs +] despite the fact that no overt subject is
realizedbecause of the valence provisionin STS (Fig. 3) which stipulatesthatproperty.
The root feature structure(fainted didn't he) inherits the top and frames semantic
values from its head daughter(fainted)via #1 and #2 in TS (Fig. 2). By virtueof #5 and
#6 in Fig. 2, the forces value is the set containing(i) the feature structurerepresenting
the ASSERTforce applied to the main predication FAINTand (ii) the feature structure

The SemPoll
representingthe force F4 applied to the main predicationFAINT.
structionprovides falling intonation.

con-

As mentionedabove, thereareeight maximalsubconsMAXIMAL
SUBCONSTRUCTIONS.
tructions of TS. These are formed by unifying each of the four maximal tag types
(BothSynSemPol +, FakeNeg, SemPoljt, SemPolLj) with each of the two maximal
host types (TS-P, STS). The result is diagrammed in Figure 9.

The STS construction,with which we began and which presents something of a
problemfor the EGB approach,is not only representableon a constructionalapproach
but is assigned its place in a well-populatedfield of tagged sentence constructions,all
TS

SP#

/SP=

TS-P

T-SP/
BSSP+

STS

T-SP /
T-SP /
FNEG SP:RISE

BSSP+

FNEG

T-SP /
STS /
SP?FALL BSSP+

SP?RISE

SP?FALL

STS /
STS /
STS /
FNEG SP?RISE SP?FALL

TS
TaggedSentence
SP=
SemPol=
SP?
SemPol=
TS-P
Tagged subject-predicate(sentence)
STS
Subjectlesstagged sentence
BSSP+
BothSynSemPol+
FNEG
FakeNeg
SP?RISE SemPol:T
SP?FALL SemPol4l
FIGURE
9. Inheritancehierarchyfor tagged sentence constructions.
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bearing much in common but also differentiated by a number of partially independent
parameters: polarity (both syntactic and semantic), intonation, and illocutionary force.
EMBEDDED
TAGS. McCawley (1988:483ff) evaluates the treatment in
5. SEEMINGLY
the early transformational literature of examples like 31a,b, in which the interpretation
and the agreement and polarity facts suggest that the tag is attached to the complement
clause rather than to the main clause.41
(31) a. I suppose he saw her, didn't he?
b. I suppose he didn't see her, did he?
c. I don't suppose he saw her, did he?
This literature assumed that the tags in 31a,b are attached to the complement sentence,
an assumption which led to an intractable problem when confronted by sentences like
31 c. There is every reason to think that 31 c, like 31 a and b, contains an opposite polarity
tag, since it seems to exactly paraphrase 31b and since it also allows falling intonation,
as does 31b (and do all opposite polarity tags but no same polarity tags, as we have
seen). But in 31c the host negation is in the higher, suppose, clause while the agreement
phenomena of the tag relate to the lower, see, clause. So which clause, root or complement, is the tag attached to? Lakoff (1969) proposed that tag formation takes place on
the complement of suppose42 and that a syntactic rule of negative raising occurs subsequent to tag formation. This analysis successfully explains why seemingly embedded
tags are restricted to complements of sentences like I suppose S, I believe S, I think S,
and so on. Cattell (1973:622ff) pointed out, however, that one finds the same pattern
as illustrated in 31 repeated in 32.
(32) a. I'm sure he saw her, didn't he?
b. I'm sure he didn't see her, did he?
c. I'm not sure he saw her, did he?
Example 32c cannot, however, illustrate a syntactic (nonmeaning changing) process of
negative raising because 33c is not a paraphrase of 33b (compare 32b and 32c).43 So,
despite its attractiveness in providing a solution for sentences like 31c, the syntactic
neg-raising explanation of facts like those in 31 must be abandoned.44
(33) a. I'm sure he saw her.
b. I'm not sure he saw her.
c. I'm sure he didn't see her.
There are, thus, three types of sentences displaying apparently embedded tags that
have to be considered, illustrated in 34a,b,c.
(34) a. I think he saw her, didn't he?
b. I don't think he saw her, did he?
c. I'm not sure he saw her, did he?
41

So-called embeddedtags have not, to my knowledge, been dealt with in recenttransformationalor nontransformationalapproaches.For example, neither Culicover's principles and parameterstreatment(1992)
nor Oehrle's categorial grammaranalysis (1987) considers examples like those in 31 and 32. Bender and
Flickenger's (1998) HPSG treatmentcites examples of this type but does not provide an analysis for them.
42 And in fact that all
opposite polarity tags have something like I suppose S as their host clause in
underlyingstructure.
43 Cattell's counterproposalembraces the dubious alternativeof considering 31c and 32c to be samepolarity tags. For furtherdiscussion of this option, see Cattell 1973, McCawley 1988:489f.
44 There are strong independentargumentsfor not treatingthe negative raising phenomenon(NRP) as a
syntactic rule or process (Horn 1989:320 ff, and earlier literaturecited there).
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Ex. 34a illustratesthe 'parentheticalreading'of the stem,45firstdiscussed in the generative literatureby Hooper and Thompson (1973). One reading of a sentence of the
syntacticform35a has the semanticformsketchedimpressionisticallyin 35b, in addition
to the ordinary,compositionalreading renderedroughly in 35c.
(35) a.

I V[think +] S.

b. (WEAKLY (ASSERT)) S ['S, I suppose']
c. ASSERT (V[think+ ] (speaker, S)) ['The content of my thoughts includes

S']
This analysis holds that a sentence of the form of the host of 34a may constitute, as
indicated in 35a, a (hedged) assertion of S, ratherthan an assertion that the speaker
thinksthatS. The analysis has been refinedand defendedby Hooper(1975), Thompson
and Mulac (1991), and Diessel and Tomasello (2002). Some observationson the usage
whose semantics are sketched impressionisticallyin 35a are summarizedby Diessel
and Tomasello as follows:
* The [main] verb is usually a cognition verb in the present tense.
* The subject is either a first or, less frequently,a second person pronoun.
* The [main] clause is short and formulaic.
* It frequentlyfollows the associated proposition.
* The associated ('complement') clause is usually not markedby that.
HooperandThompson,and furtherdevelopersof this line of analysis, have not concentratedon the formalrepresentationof the two readingssketchedimpressionistically(by
me) in 35b and c. I would like to suggest that the weak assertion of the complement
(SCI), as proposed by Morgan
reading (35a) is in fact a SHORTCIRCUITEDIMPLICATURE

(1978, see also Searle 1975) to explain facts like those illustratedin 36a and 36b.
(36) a. Can you please pass the salt?
b. Are you able to (*please) pass the salt?
The examples in 36 illustratethe twin facts that (i) 'Can you VP?' is a conventional
way of requestingthe addreseeto do something while its paraphrase'Are you able to
VP?' is not and (ii) preverbalplease is grammaticalwith the formerbut not the latter.
The basic insight regardingSCIs is that they are erstwhile conversationalimplicatures
whose attachmentto particularlinguistic forms has become grammaticalizedand which
can thereforetriggerother grammaticalphenomena-in our terms,can figure in grammatical constructions.
In proposingthe employmentof an SCI analysis for the Hooperand Thompsonmain
clause propertiesof certain complement clauses I follow Horn's arguments,which I
will not repeatin full, that the negative raising phenomenon(NRP), also relevanthere,
is itself to be analyzed as an instance of SCI. Briefly, there are two main arguments
for the SCI analysis of NRP. The first is that strong negative polarity items (strong
NPIs), those thatnormallyrequirea triggerin theirown clause, can occurin the complements of NRP sentences such as 37d (even though the triggeringnegative is upstairs).
(37) a. He won't arrive until midnight.
b. *He'll arrive until midnight.
c. I think he won't arrive until midnight.
d. I don't think he'll arrive until midnight.
e. *She didn't say he would arriveuntil midnight.
45For
convenience, I refer to the noncomplementportion of complement-takingsentences like 'I think
he's here' or 'I don't think he's here' as the STEM.
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The second argumentis that both within and across languages, there is semantically
unpredictablelexical variationregardingwhich predicatorslicense the NRP. For example, want is a neg-raiserin both English and German,while hope is not a neg-raiser
in English, althoughits Germancognate and semanticequivalenthoffenis a neg-raiser.
This lexical idiosyncracy, within and across languages, argues against any PURELY
pragmaticexplanationfor NRP, such as that proposedby Bartsch(1973), which says
that an interlocutorconcludes 'A believes that -,P' upon hearing 'A doesn't believe
that P' because it is (usually) conversationallyassumed that either A believes that P
or A believes that -,P (ratherthan that A simply has no relevantbelief). That some
such process of pragmaticreasoningis one of severalhistoricallyMOTIVATINGprocesses
lying behind conventionalizationof the NRP as an SCI-but not itself part of the
grammaticalconvention-is persuasivelyarguedby Horn (1989:337-61).
The argumentI seek to develop is that tags, like preverbalplease, can be sensitive
to SCIs of theirhosts. A sentencethathas acquiredan SCI is in the synchronicgrammar
simply ambigous between the SCI reading and the compositional reading. Can you
pass the salt? is ambiguous just as The cat is out of the bag, although distinct historical

processes have presumablymotivatedthe synchronicambiguityin the two cases.
First, I suggest that both the parentheticalreadingsof I think(that) P sentences and
the NRP are instances of SCI. Then, once we look at the NRP as a case of SCI rather
than as a purely syntacticphenomenon,the NRP idea can be naturallygeneralizedin
a way that will handle sentences like 34c. Recognizing that the semanticsof a tag can
unify with either the compositionalor the SCI semantics of its host will yield all the
facts of 34 plus some additionalcorrectpredictionsabout hosts that allow more than
one possible tag.
The tag in 34a (repeated)is justified by the fact that 38b is an SCI of 38a.
(34) a. I think he saw her, didn't he?
b. I don't think he saw her, did he?
c. I'm not sure he saw her, did he?
(38) a. I think he saw her.
b. He saw her, I suppose. [i.e. a weak assertionof 'He saw her'.]
Sentences like 34b show the interactionof two SCI phenomena,the 'parenthetical'
SCI (see 38) and the NRP SCI (see 37d). The NRP
(= weak-assertion-of-complement)
SCI dictates that the complementof 34b is interpretedas 'he didn't see her', and the
'parenthetical'SCI assures that the whole sentence is interpretedas weakly asserting
this (that is, weakly assertingthat he didn't see her).
The remainingcase to be explainedis 34c. Cattell is correctthat a sentence like 39a
is not paraphrasedby 39b and so cannot be straightforwardlyassimilatedto the NRP.
(39) a. I'm not sure he saw her.
b. I'm sure he didn't see her.
c. He didn't see her, I suppose. [i.e. weak assertionof 'He didn't see her'.]
It does not seem to have been noticed, however, that even though the NRP sensu
stricto is not operatinghere, somethingvery similaris. In particular,39a is ratherwell
paraphrased(in one reading)by 39c, which suggests that the NRP analysis for 39a is
half-right-the correct half being that a sentence like 39a may convey no more than
a weak assertionof the negationof its complement(as in 39c). It is notablethat Horn's
main diagnosticfor the NRP, namely acceptanceof strongNPIs, works with sentences
like 39a. In 40, we see that I'm not sure that P sentences allow strong NPIs in the
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complement,reinforcingthe intuitivejudgmentthat the negation of the complementis
conveyed by an utteranceof such a sentence.
(40) a. I'm not sure she's arrivinguntil midnight.
b. I'm not (at all) certainthis room has been cleaned in weeks.
That is, I'm not sure that P sentences work like I don't thinkthat P sentences in two
ways: First,they convey a weak assertionof -P (and no additionalassertionregarding
the speaker's mental state); second, they allow normally clause-licensed NPIs to find
their nearesttrigger in a higher clause.
The only feature of the traditionalNRP phenomenonthat sentences of the I'm not
sure that P type lack is that the strong epistemic predicate of the root clause is not
heard as positively asserted.(Recall that 33c is not a paraphraseof 33b.) But, freed of
the early transformationalgrammarconstraintto treat the NRP as a strictly syntactic
process (a rule thatmoved an underlyingcomplementnegationto the governingclause),
it seems reasonableto posit thatthe same kind of rough and readypragmaticreasoning
that leads from I don't think that P to '-,P, I suppose' also leads from I'm not sure
that P to '-,P, I suppose', and thatthe same historicalforces promotethe grammaticalizationof the conversationalimplicatureto an SCI in both cases. I will call the phenomenon in which sentences of the I'm not sure that P type convey '---P, I suppose' the
EXTENDED NEGATIVE RAISING PHENOMENON (ENRP). ENRP SCIs are almost, but not
exactly, like NRP SCIs: the negative of the syntacticcomplementis (a) interpretedas
the main assertionand (b) heardas weakly asserted.Both I don't thinkthat P and I'm
not sure that P conventionallyconvey, via SCI, a weak assertionof --P.
I have noted, with Morgan (1978), that grammaticalprocesses affecting syntax and
lexicon may be sensitive to SCIs, as in the often-discussed case of preverbalplease.
In an explicit constructionalapproach,an observationof this kind would be expressed
as a semanticconstrainton the constructionthatlicenses preverbalplease, a construction
that would inheritthe phonology and semanticsof please from a more abstractplease
constructionand which would specify a directiveillocutionaryforce. If we assume that
tags may likewise be sensitive to SCIs of their hosts (as well as to the compositional
readingsof the hosts), then wheneverthe stem semanticsof the host can disappearinto
parentheticalweak assertion we can get a tag attunedto the complement of the host,
whetheror not this is interpretedas negative via an NRP or ENRP SCI. NRP sentences
lackinga potentiallyparentheticalstem do not permitapparentlycomplement-basedtags
because their stem does not reducesemanticallyto nothingmore than weak assertionof
the complement. Hence 41b is bad because 41a does not convey 'He's not here, I
suppose', while 42b is good because 42a does convey 'He's not here, I suppose'.
(41) a. Mary doesn't think/isn't sure he's here.
b. *Mary doesn't think/isn't sure he's here, is he?
(42) a. I don't think/I'm not sure he's here.
b. I don't think/I'mnot sure he's here, is he?
A sentence with a stem susceptible to a parentheticalinterpretation(and only such
a sentence) is predictedby the foregoing analysis to allow a tag either on the literal
(nonparenthetical)readingof the stem or an apparentlyembeddedtag, that is a tag on
the weak assertionof the complement,via the SCI. When the NRP or ENRP operates,
the 'neg-lowered' readingof the complementcan serve as host to a tag just if the stem
evaporatessemanticallyvia the parentheticalSCI.
Since every sentence suceptible to a parentheticalinterpretationis also susceptible
to a nonparentheticalinterpretation,an ambiguity arises in each of the three cases of
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parentheticals:positive parentheticalstems, NRP stems, and ENRP stems, illustrated
in 43a,b, and c, respectively.
(43) a. I think my motherreally loved me.
b. I don't think my motherreally loved me.
c. I'm not sure my motherreally loved me.
Since it is unusualfor a speakerS to take the stance that the addresseeknows more
about S's thoughts than S does, a somewhat contrived context is necessary to bring
out all the possibilities. If we imagine S to be an epistemologicallychallengedpsychiatric patient,the following (opposite polarity,rising intonation)tags are all possible.
(44) a. I don't think my motherreally loved me, did she? (parentheticalSCI +
NRP SCI)
b. I don't think my motherreally loved me, do I? (No SCI)
c. I think my motherdidn't really love me, did she? (parentheticalSCI)
d. I think my motherdidn't really love me, don't I? (No SCI)
e. I'm not sure my motherreally loved me, did she? (parentheticalSCI +
ENRP SCI)
f. I'm not sure my motherreally loved me, am I? (No SCI)
A look back at Fig. 2 reveals that the tagged sentence constructionimposes no
syntacticrequirementson the host clause beyond requiringit to be a saturatedpredication. Seemingly embeddedtags arise from the fact thatthe semanticunificationrequirements that the TS places on host and tag can be satisfied by an SCI readingof the host
as well as by the compositionalreading.The crucialSCIs involved are(1) the parenthetical stem phenomenon,(2) the NRP, and (3) the ENRP.
5.1.

SCI-BASED

(SEEMINGLY EMBEDDED) TAGS WITH SUBJECTLESS HOSTS? If, as has

been arguedhere, in STSs the interpretationof the unexpressedsubject of the host is
recovered from the tag subject, then SCI-based tags should be impossible in STSs
because in SCI-basedtags the pronominalsubject of the tag necessarily corefers with
the complementsubjectand so can only coreferwith the root subjectby accident.This
predictionis borne out, even when it is entirely plausible to reconstructthe missing
STS host subject as the speaker, and hence as the best candidatefor a parenthetical
reading. The examples in 45 are to be read as containing no expressed subject, the
bracketed pronoun indicating the intended interpretationof the unexpressed host
subject.
(45) a. ?[I] Think we blew it, didn't we.
b. ?[You] Think we blew it, didn't we?
c. *[They] Think we blew it, didn't we.
d. [I/*They] Think we blew it.
In 45a and 45b the first person singularand second person subjects can be identified
directly from context, so that licensing by STS is not required-compare lc and ld.
(If 45a,b are simply ungrammatical,the argumentis only strengthened.)In 45c the
only possible licensing constructionis STS, and the thirdpersonpluralinterpretationof
the unexpressedhost subjectis impossible. The unacceptablityof 45c (on the indicated
reading) shows that the acceptabilityof 45a (on the indicatedreading)is not licensed
by STS but by whateverconstructionlicenses sentences such as lc,d.
6. CONCLUSION.
Subjectlesstagged sentences,such as la, lb, and 2, 3 requireidentification of the referentof the missing subject of the host via the pronominalsubject
of the tag. These sentences appearto present a problem for EGB approaches,since
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none of the mechanismsproposed so far in the EGB traditionaccordingto which the
context, rather than the tag subject, might provide the antecedent for the nonovert
subjectof the host appearsfeasible. A VP-frontinganalysis, which might save the day
for an EGB approachto the STS phenomenon,also does not appearfeasible. But STSs
seem clearly to exemplify a subtype of tagged sentence and to exactly mirrorin their
behavior-syntactic, intonational,andinterpretational-the fourmain subtypesof ordinarytagged sentences,thatis, those with with overthost subjects.The STS phenomenon
is thus shown, in a constructional,multiple inheritance-basedanalysis, to occupy a not
particularlyremarkableposition in a family of tagged-sentenceconstructions,all having
muchin commonbut differingamongthemselves accordingto the partiallyindependent
parameters:presenceor absence of host subject,intonationalpattern,syntacticpolarity,
semantic polarity, and illocutionaryforce.
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